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ABSTRACT. This paper presents an attempt to correlate the temperature curve built by the transfer
function method based on data from elemental analysis µ_XRF-SR and the results of pollen analysis of
the core of the Kucherla Lake bottom sediments in the 1500 - 2016 CE.
A comparison of geochemical reconstruction with pollen data was carried out by calculation of pair
correlation coefficients. For this, temperatures were averaged to intervals corresponding to the interval
of the pollen sample metric size (10 mm). Depending on the age-depth model the time interval of
the pollen sample varied from 4 to 12 years. After that, a pairwise comparison of one-year data of
temperature reconstruction and palynological analysis was performed. The paired correlations of mean
annual temperatures obtained based on geochemical studies of the Kucherla Lake core by the µ_XRF-SR
method and pollen data showed a significant negative correlation between the content of terrestrial
herbs, grasses, and wormwood and mean annual temperatures. This can be explained by the expansion
of the steppe area during cold periods, probably accompanied by a decrease in precipitation.
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1. Introduction

construction of transfer functions for reconstructed
parameters.
The palynological method is the basic method
that provides information about past vegetation in the
region. This paper presents an attempt to correlate
the temperature curve built by the transfer function
method based on data from elemental analysis µ_XRFSR and the results of pollen analysis of the core of the
Kucherla Lake bottom sediments in the 1500 - 2016 CE.

Lake bottom sediments are paleoarchives,
which allow obtaining climatic reconstructions of high
temporal resolution. The special interest of researchers
causes the bottom sediments with annual layers (varvs),
providing the requisite level of detail and accuracy of
reconstructions (Zolitschka et al., 2015).
In glacial lakes, varves are formed by seasonal
supplies of glacial mud and consist of large siltstone
particles (spring-summer layer) and fine clay deposited
in winter. The use of modern analytical methods makes
it possible to study such bottom sediments with annual
and even seasonal resolution, which provides new
approaches in paleoclimatic studies (Brauer, 2004;
Alexandrin et al., 2018). A mandatory requirement
for such research is the use of instrumental analytical
techniques with submillimeter spatial resolution, such
as hyperspectroscopy (Butz et al., 2015), XRF core
scanning (Croudace et al., 2019), and µ-RFA with
synchrotron excitation (µ_XRF-SR) (Darin et al., 2013).
The high temporal resolution allows direct
comparison of the set of received proxies with the
data of regional meteorological observations in the
last century with the finding of climatic indicators and

2. Study site and methods
The Kucherla Lake (49051-53`N; 86024-25`E) is
situated in the upper part of the Kucherla River valley
in the axial part of the Katun Range. The lake is located
at an altitude of 1790 m asl. The length of the lake is
5 km, width 1 km, the maximum depth reaches 45 m.
The total area of the lake is 321 ha. The lake has glacier
supply from the Kucherla glacier. The lake is running;
the river Kucherla flows into and out of it. Three small
streams flow from the western and eastern slopes of the
basin (Fig. 1). At a distance of 20 km from the lake is
the Kara-Turek meteorological station with continuous
observations since 1940 CE.
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The core of Lake Kucherla was obtained
from ice using a gravity corer in March 2018. The
length of the core, selected in the deepest part of
the lake from a depth of 45 m, is 1120 mm. In the
process of core obtaining, special attention was
paid to the preservation of the water-sediment
boundary, which allowed further counting of
annual layers from the year of sampling.
Temperature reconstruction for the last
1400 years was obtained using data from µ_XRFSR core scanning and calibration by instrumental
data from the Kara-Turek meteorological station
in the 1940-2016 CE. The detailed procedure of
temperature reconstruction based on lithologic
and geochemical data is considered in Darin et al.
(submitted).
For more detailed estimations of the
accuracy of the obtained reconstruction,
comparison with regional glaciological (Eichler et
al., 2009) and dendroclimatic (Syromyatina et al.,
2010) data of the annual temporal resolution was
performed (Fig. 2).
A total of 20 samples were taken for pollen
analysis at 6 cm intervals. The samples were
prepared according to standard methods (Faegri,
Iversen, 1989). Each sample contained at least
300 grains of pollen and spores, as well as nonpollen palynomorphs (NPP). The pollen diagram
is constructed in the Tilia software (Fig. 3).
A comparison of geochemical reconstruction
with pollen data was carried out by calculation of
pair correlation coefficients. For this, temperatures
were averaged to intervals corresponding to the
interval of the pollen sample metric size (10 mm).
Depending on the age-depth model (Darin et al.,
submitted) the time interval of the pollen sample
varied from 4 to 12 years. After that, a pairwise
comparison of one-year data of temperature
reconstruction and palynological analysis was
performed. For comparison, the interval between
1500 - 2016 CE was chosen as having reliable age
and temperature characteristics (Fig. 2).

Fig.1. An object of study - Lake Kucherla, Katunski Ridge, the
Altai Mountains. An asterisk marks the place of coring in 2018.

3. Results and Interpretation
As a result of this study, three palynological
parameters with paired correlation coefficients
above the critical value (n=14, p=0.05, k=0.53)
are selected. The given parameters include the
percentage of terrestrial herbs (r2=-73); Poaceae
(r2=-0.59) and Artemisia (r2=-61).
The high pollen content of herbs, and
especially steppe Artemisia, in core samples
probably reflects the upward transport from the
underlying steppe belt. The negative correlation
between temperature and herbaceous pollen can
be interpreted as a tendency to expand steppes
during cold periods, probably accompanied by
a decrease in precipitation. The reconstruction
of precipitation and its comparison with
palynological and temperature data is in progress.

Fig.2. Comparison of regional temperature reconstructions of
high temporal resolution.
A) Temperature reconstruction based on the d18O measurement
of Belukha glacier core. The data represent anomalies, from the
average for 1250-2001. Separate values (grey), the average for 10
years, and error interval (black, dotted) are shown (Eichler et al.,
2009).
B) Reconstruction based on lithological and geochemical
measurements of sediments of Lake Kucherla recalculated as
anomalies from the average for 1250-2001 (this study).
C) Deviations in the average summer air temperature in the
Altai region according to the dendrochronological data, calibrated
according to the instrumental data of the Ust-Koksa meteorological
station. 7-year moving average and deviations from the 1940-1994
period are presented (Syromiatina et al., 2010).
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Fig.3. Pollen diagram of Lake Kucherla bottom sediments

4. Conclusion
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The paired correlations of mean annual
temperatures obtained based on geochemical studies of
the Kucherla Lake core by the µ_XRF-SR method and
pollen data showed a significant negative correlation
between the content of terrestrial herbs, grasses, and
wormwood and mean annual temperatures. This can be
explained by the expansion of the steppe area during
cold periods, probably accompanied by a decrease in
precipitation.
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